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Mental wellbeing with the new reality of WFH



COVID-19 pandemic has pushed tens 
of millions of people around the world 
to work from home.



And global data trends show that 
remote work is here to stay in coming 
years.



Literature review Survey Interviews
Meeting with 

mentors



62%
of the people said their work time and personal time are not separate



55%
had poor well-being index according to the WHO-5 questionnaire



70%
prefer working remotely post pandemic



Increase in isolation,  stress, anxiety, burnout

Lack of enforced routine and schedule

Struggling with taking breaks

Longer workdays, difficulty to switch-off from work



who can we help?

remote workers

Students Employers/
Employees Teachers New 

graduates
Caregivers/

Parents



parents.



HMW use data to assist remote 
working parents in maintaining 
their personal wellbeing while they 
balance work and childcare?



Initial concepts

finding a solution

Wellbeing plugin Digital workspace to 
increase productivity

Personified 
Notifications
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31 years old software engineer

has a 3-years old kid, Laura

A nanny helps with the 

childcare during the day

Spouse travels for work

She prefers working remotely

 Joanna Meet



Scheduling  her day

Balancing the work and life

Has no time for her own wellbeing

Feeling of isolation

Anxious and stressed during the day

Joanna’s pain points



“The flexibility with remote work is a 
double edged sword. It also means 
that work takes over your life by 
dragging on for most of the day.”



Biometric data

Screen time

Movement

Attention span

Time schedule

Environmental data

Data opportunity



Joanna’s work 
calendar



Joanna’s work 
calendar
+

personal routine



Joanna’s work 
calendar
+

personal routine

Cluttered

Feels overwhelming

Manual inputs 

Time consuming



Notebooks, lists

Difficult to keep a track

Cannot combine with 

work routine

Manual effort

Time consuming

Cannot share with 

multiple people



What if we could provide 
Joanna with a smart 
calendar that is aware of 
the remote work situation 
she is in? 

What if we could add a 
feature in the tool she 
is familiar with instead 
of re-inventing the 
wheel and bombarding 
her with another tool?

What if...



Introducing….

ReMotive - A smart 
scheduler for Google 
Calendar



1. Add schedule



2. Data contribution



3. Auto-filled schedule



4. Manual adjustments if needed



5. Visual separation

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1cMTMxpiO38c_ZF_7GE5zfeEb-wiDPG04/preview


6. Default view with overlapping schedules



7. Shared schedules



8. Work notification



9. Personal wellbeing notifications

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1IKv-yccHuaRkgjXpEgnpK8NrXDJMvuz2/preview


10. End of the day summary



☺



Data flow diagram



What value does it bring to users?

01    More organized remote work

02   Reduced stress, anxiety and burnout

03   Better work-life balance with efficient planning

04   Personal and family well-being with collaboration

05   Clear boundaries between work and personal goals 



Key insights from prototyping and testing



Interviewee 1.
a woman and her 1  year old son

Interviewee 2.
a man with 2 kids

Interviewee 3.
a man who took care of his old dad

Interviewee 4.
a woman with a 3-years old son

Interviewee 5.
a man with a 3-years old son

Stress-test with parents



Iteration 1

1. Data contribution and sharing



Iteration 1 Iteration 2

1. Data contribution and sharing



Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3

1. Data contribution and sharing



2. Visual separation of routines

Option 1 Option 2



3. Shared schedules for collaboration



4. Content strategy for notifications

Work notifications Personal notifications



5. Data visualization

Iteration 1



5. Data visualization

Iteration 1 Iteration 2



5. Data visualization

Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3



From personal to global

Long-term impact

Employees
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Employees

Employees

Employees

From personal to global

Long term impact

Employees

Employers

Google Customers

Global wellbeing



Potential next steps

future possibilities

● Protect data privacy of parents with computer vision

● Integration with smartphones, smartwatches and other digital devices

● Voice integration, aural inputs for personal data contribution

● Empower employers to implement better employee wellbeing policies

● Explore how it will benefit other personas and use cases



learnings

● Impact of Data on a Large Scale

● Time Management 

● Working Remote

● Global Collaboration  

SDC experience
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Thank you


